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Marga Scheide: she has nothing to hide!!!
news posted on December 4th 2008

Marga Scheide told her story about her illness, her healing and her plans for the
future in last week's issue of celebrity gossip magazine "Privé". Six years ago, she
was diagnosed with a breast cancer one day before Christmas. She had to be
operated. After that, she felt fine for years until she had to go to hospistal a few
weeks ago (see news in Archives).
source: Privé/De Telegraaf

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty Brard: she cares about money!!!
news posted on December 4th 2008

According to a survey conducted by the Xgratis.nl website, Patty Brard has been
chosen as the second thriftiest Dutch celebrity with 9% of the votes (the first being
Gerard Joling and Gordon with 25%).
source: Xgratis.nl, Flitsnieuws.nl, Dagblad de Limburger
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Patty Brard: under negotiation with Paul de Leeuw
news posted on December 9th 2008

The SBS 6 presenter is in negotiations with EVA Media, Paul de Leeuw's television
production company. Patty would like to develop a TV show about "exes". However,
nothing has been confirmed yet.
source: De Telegraaf

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty: one of the most irritating Dutch celebrities
news posted on December 9th 2008

According to a survey conducted by the website voetbabbel.nl., Patty Brard is the
second most irritating Dutch celebrity (18% of the votes). There's a love/hate
relationship between the public and the diva.
source: Voetbabbel.nl, De Telegraaf
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Patty and the SBS 6 stars: Christmas campaign
news posted on December 9th 2008

The SBS 6 TV channel is currently broadcasting a Christmas campaign starring its
TV hosts (including Patty Brard who presents the entertainment news show
"Shownieuws"). You can find pictures of the SBS 6 All-Stars holiday greetings on
the channel's website. The shot took place in late November in Harderwijk.
Source: www.sbs6.nl

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hans van Hemert's interview
news posted on December 9th 2008

Hans & daughter Hannah

Go to my "Interview" page, to read the answers of Hans van Hemert (the maestro of
Dutch pop music) to my questions.
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José Hoebee to perform in Eindhoven on Sunday, December 14th
news posted on December 10th 2008

José will be performing at the Stadspaviljoen in Eindhoven on Sunday, December
14th at 3:00 PM. She will sing two songs with the Valiants (the former band of Piet
Souer, one of Luv's songwriters). The entrance is free.
José hasn't made a public performance for months. She has recently expressed her
wish to focus on her solo career now that Luv's schedule is quiet.
Infos about the venue: http://www.stadspaviljoen.nl/
source: José Hoebee Fan Club

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Vote for « Patty frightened with cucumber » as the best moment of 2008!!!
News posted on December 12th 2008

Patty's reaction to the mentalist's act was a fabulous
publicity stunt for "De Nieuwe Uri Geller".

SBS 6 will air a special programme for New Year’s eve: "Het Staatsloterij
Oudejaarsfeest " a lottery TV show with performances of famous Dutch acts. The
five most incredible moments of 2008 will also be shown during this live broadcast.
The viewers can vote for what they consider as the most surprising moment of this
year on this site: http://www.oudejaarsfeest2008.nl/
Among the 30 highlights that are nominated, there is Patty Brard’s participation in
Hayashi’s cucumber act on De Nieuwe Uri Geller in February. Once again, the diva
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really stole the show the way she did one year before by doing the splits on a popular
ice skating TV contest.
In addition to the great lottery and entertainment programme, a special broadcast of
Wie Ben Ik? (the game show featuring Patty) will be aired for the final evening of the
year.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty's criticism of Frits Sissing
news posted on December 14th 2008

Patty Brard is straightforward and always let us know what she's thinking.
Yesterday, she told newspaper De Telegraaf her opinion on TV host Frits Sissing
and his presentation of In De Hoofdrol on AVRO/Nederland 1 channel. She said:
"I'm not quickly irritated by something but when if I consider this season I have to
think of Frits "Vergissing" (a Dutch play on words with Sissing's name; Vergissing means
"mistake". By using this word, Brard consideres the presenter as a bad TV professional). The
Shownieuws diva described Sissing's show (whose original version was launched in the
1960's and presented by Mies Bouwman) as a remake of something that used to be good".
Patty appeared last month on "In de Hoofdrol", whose main guest was entertainer
Gerard Joling (see news archives: november 2008).
source: De Telegraaf/DigitaalMedia

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Marga Scheide is suing a friend!!!
news posted on December 18th 2009
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Marga Scheide is filing a lawsuit against an ex good friend (named Ronald, his
surname hasn't been mentioned in the media). The blonde Luv' singer accuses
Ronald of not having repaid a 100 000 euro debt to her. She has confirmed this
misadventure to RTL Boulevard (the entertainment news show on RTL 4). Ronald
has written in a statement that he couldn't be indebted to Marga because he hasn't
signed any document. The lawsuit will start on January 7th 2009.
source: RTL Boulevard/De Telegraaf

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
José Hoebee at the latest "Back to the sixties" tribute show
news posted on December 19th 2006

As I've recently written it, José Hoebee was scheduled to perform on Sunday,
December 14th a couple of songs with The Valiants (Piet Souer's band) at the
Stadspaviljoen in Eindhoven. Luv's lead singer indeed made a guest performance
with the beat group by singing the Chuck Berry song "C'est la vie (You never can
tell)". The gig was planned within the context of the third edition of "Back to the
sixties" (a tribute show with four groups from the North Brabant rock/beat scene of
the 1960's: Fashion 66, Formule 5, The Valiants and The Waives).
Source: http://www.spanglefish.com/sixties/

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty to present De Nieuwe Uri Geller
news posted on December 19th 2008

From left to right: Viktor Brand, magician Ramana (winner of the first season of De Nieuwe Uri Geller) and Patty Brard
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Patty Brard will present with Tooske Ragas the second season of "De Nieuwe Uri
Geller" from Janurary 9th at 8:30 pm on SBS 6. The programme, which is based on
the Israeli television series "The Successor", is a competition show judged by the
world famous mentalist Uri Geller. It features contestants performing their tricks on
celebrity guests each week to become the "next great mentalist". The first season
was high in the ratings. Patty's bizarre reactions to the paranormal acts
was an ingredient in this successful programme.
Source: SBS 6/De Telegraaf/TV Visie/Novum/Nieuws.nl

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Will Hoebee on RTL Boulevard about Royal single
news posted on December 23th 2008

Will Hoebee evoking his memories of the Royal single

The single recorded in 1979 by Princess Margriet and
Pieter van Vollenhoven

RTL Boulevard (the entertainment news magazine on RTL 4) revealed yesterday
that Princess Margriet of the Netherlands and her husband Pieter van
Vollenhoven recorded a 7" 45 rpm single to celebrate their wedding anniversary in
1979. This record produced by Will Hoebee (José's hubby) wasn't commercialy
released and was only given to the family and friends of the Royal couple. Will
told RTL Boulevard his memories of the recording session. The Royal duo
performed two cover versions of standards (Ramses Shaffy's Samen and ABBA's
Thank You For The Music) with other lyrics. Now that the existence of the single is
known, it's a real collector's item!!!!
Moreover, Hoebee announced that he was writing a book about his career and the
singers he worked with : Nana Mouskouri, Vicky Leandros, David Soul, Bonnie
St. Claire....
Source: RTL Boulevard/Royalty-online.nl
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Wie Ben Ik?: New Year's eve broadcast
news posted on December 29th 2008

Wie Ben Ik?, the game show hosted by Tooske Ragas and featuring Patty Brard
and Gerard Joling as team captains, will be especially broadcast on December 31.
at 7:00 pm (New Year's Eve) on SBS 6. The guests for this unique programme are
Nance, Wolter Kroes, Natasja Froger and Peter van der Vorst among others. Wie
Ben Ik? was high in the ratings in September and October. A new season is
expected to start on February 9th 2009.
source: SBS 6
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